All Current Pimsleur Languages

Programs for English Speakers

- Albanian
- Eastern Arabic
- Egyptian Arabic
- Modern Standard Arabic
- Eastern Armenian
- Western Armenian
- Cantonese Chinese
- Mandarin Chinese
- Croatian
- Czech
- Danish
- Dari Persian
- Dutch
- English*
- Farsi Persian
- Finnish
- French
- German
- Greek
- Haitian Creole
- Hebrew
- Hindi
- Hungarian
- Indonesian
- Irish
- Italian
- Japanese
- Korean
- Lithuanian
- Norwegian
- Ojibwe
- Pashto
- Polish
- Brazilian Portuguese
- European Portuguese
- Punjabi
- Romanian
- Russian
- Castilian Spanish
- Spanish
- Swahili
- Swedish
- Swiss German
- Tagalog
- Thai
- Turkish
- Twi
- Ukrainian
- Urdu
- Vietnamese

*English as a Second Language

- English for Arabic Speakers
- English for Cantonese Chinese Speakers
- English for Mandarin Chinese Speakers
- English for Farsi Persian Speakers
- English for French Speakers
- English for German Speakers
- English for Haitian Speakers
- English for Hindi Speakers
- English for Italian Speakers
- English for Korean Speakers
- English for Portuguese Speakers
- English for Russian Speakers
- English for Spanish Speakers
- English for Vietnamese Speakers

CUSTOMER SERVICE:
pimsleur@simonandschuster.com
1-800-831-5497

HEADQUARTERS:
Simon & Schuster Audio
Pimsleur Language Programs
1230 Avenue of the Americas
NY, NY 10020

www.pimsleur.com